Departing Employee Program™

Departing Employee
Program™
Secure investigations. Minimal risk.
Helping you find peace of mind
in your organization.

Forensically Image
Computer
Phase I

The Legility Digital Forensics Departing Employee
Program investigates computers and other electronic
storage devices used by departed employees and
employees suspected of computer use policy violations.
These investigations may yield evidence showing IP
theft, trade secret, breach of restrictive covenants, and
other computer use policy violations.

Program Workflow Overview

Our testifying experts focus on computer artifacts that
are most likely to yield useful information for your matter.
Each investigation includes a defensible forensic image
of the target computer, analysis of the computer’s
artifacts, and a written, easy-to-follow findings report
and may be accompanied by written or oral testimony
as needed.

Complete Client
Questionnaire

Departing Employee
Investigation

Supplemental Analysis

Additional or custom analysis is available upon request
and where needed or recommended. Similar analyses
may be performed on Mac computers where applicable.

•

•

Remote Assisted Collection Kit (RACK): Establishes
a screen share connection to preserve any
Windows-based computer’s internal storage by
creating a forensic image
Deletion Analysis: Provides a report of all usercreated files that have been deleted from the device.
We can target files of interest or send the report to
your team for independent high-level review

Phase II

Phase I: Departing Employee Assessment &
Preliminary Investigation

Court Testimony
Declaration Affidavit

Temporary Restraining
Order
IP Remediation
Negotiated Settlement
Other Legal Remedies

Departing Employee Program™
•
•
•
•
•

Email Store Recovery (Double Delete): Recovers deleted emails from OST or PST databases
used to manage the custodian’s email data
File Activity Analysis: Reviews artifacts to unmask file access, modification and other movement,
including potential file transfer to USB. This paints a picture of file activity during a target period
Internet/Cloud Analysis: Investigates internet activity including Dropbox, Google Drive, chat
message logs, website history, webmail usage, and social media
Mobile Device Backup Analysis: When possible, reviews any backup history, which may uncover
text messages and other artifacts
Anti-Forensic Analysis: Each investigation includes a search for the presence of anti-forensic
software to ensure our findings are accurate and well-accounted for

Phase II & Beyond: Employee Assessment & Preliminary Investigation
Based on the findings from Phase I, we will work with your team to deliver a set of recommendations
for minimizing risk, including:
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A New Law Company for Legal Departments and Law Firms
Legility, a leader in Legal Operations, provides consulting, technology, managed solutions and flexible
legal talent engagement services to corporations and law firms. The company has more than 1,000
lawyers, engineers, consultants, technology and data specialists, and operational experts serving
one-third of the Fortune 100 and one-quarter of the Am Law 200. Founded in 2000, Legility works
with clients to improve operational efficiency.

Let’s change the business of legal together.
legility.com | +1.888.LEGILITY (+1.888.534.4548)

